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Cambridge, Massachusetts. Academic institutions in theory provide a testing ground for ideas which is somewhat insulated from the push and pull of the world outside. But, as they take advantage of the energy R & D dollars now so tantalizingly available from government and industry, these institutions may risk compromising or appearing to compromise their academic independence. The cancellation of a research project on methanol (methyl alcohol) as a substitute motor fuel for gasoline at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Energy Laboratory offers a case in point. In the opinion of the scientist who initiated and led the project, it was killed because the laboratory yielded to influence from the oil and automobile industry.

Authorities at MIT deny that outside influence had any bearing on the decision, and they say that the project—which was to involve the testing of a blend of methanol and gasoline in 200 faculty and student cars—was terminated because it was technically weak and inappropriate for a university. Yet the attendant circumstances, which include the active involvement of an Exxon employee as well as the fact that the laboratory had received $1 million in grants from Exxon and Ford, put the termination in an ambiguous, and perhaps suspicious, light.

The project in question began some 18 months ago at a time of considerable debate over the feasibility of using methanol in automobiles. Several academic researchers were touting methanol’s potential, and among them Thomas B. Reed of MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory was perhaps the most vocal. Spokesmen for several oil and automobile companies, notably Exxon, Chevron, and General Motors, were contesting the feasibility of methanol fuels.

Reed, a 49 year old chemist who holds 10 patents and whose specialty is crystal growth and high temperature processes, had in his spare time experimented extensively with his own automobiles and those of his colleagues. He found that adding about 10 percent methanol to a tank of gasoline improved performance, gave better mileage, and reduced pollutant emissions. Results similar to Reed’s have since been reported by West Germany’s Volkswagen, ow generally acknowledged as the leader in methanol research. In this country, however, oil and automobile companies have continued to report that methanol-gasoline blends cause drivability problems.

Because of the ensuing publicity, Reed received an unsolicited $100,000 grant for methanol research. The money, ironically, came from a Minnesota oilman, John B.
Hawley, who had become concerned with impending petroleum shortages. Reed took the money to MIT’s Energy Laboratory—then newly formed and struggling for funds—which eagerly adopted Reed, the money, and the methanol program. A major component of the program was to be a fleet test designed to settle the question of drivability and to explore any problems that might arise from the use of methanol-gasoline blends.

Primed by Reed’s enthusiasm, plans for the fleet test and related research began to take shape in the summer of 1974. Albert G. Hill, then vice-president for research at MIT, gave permission for the test, and a major chemical company offered to donate a large quantity of methanol. Reed hired a test director and an industrial consultant, and they began contacting organizations with experience in fleet testing for advice on the practical details. The city of Cambridge gave permission for MIT to refurbish an abandoned gas station near the campus and leases for the property were negotiated and drawn up.

In December 1974, however, energy lab director David D. White informed Reed that the fleet test was under review. In January, most of Reed’s remaining funds were transferred out of his account—without his knowledge or consent, according to Reed. And in early February, after a meeting of energy lab administrative heads and others at which Reed presented his test plans and rationale, White canceled the project. Reed, who has since returned to Lincoln Laboratory, says “industrial opposition to the fleet test and to the credibility it would have given methanol fuels played in my opinion a major role in the program’s cancellation.” He believes “the use of methanol as a motor fuel is no longer a technical question, but a political one with implications for our national energy policy.”

White and many of his colleagues in the energy lab who were party to the decision see things differently. There appear to be four principal areas of contention.

First is the question of whether the energy lab’s industry money and contacts have made it susceptible to influence. The laboratory’s hopes for establishing its own research program have for the past year and a half been nourished primarily by the two unrestricted $500,000 grants from Exxon and Ford (specifically, the Ford Motor Company Foundation), grants that arrived shortly after the Hawley money. In addition, the laboratory’s advisory board includes 7 oil and automobile industry people among its 24 members. And the laboratory as a whole makes no secret of its desire for still greater interaction with industry in the energy field. Hill, who was active in landing the Ford and Exxon grants, says that there were no strings attached to the money. He thinks there may

1. Controversy over alcohol fuels is not new despite the extensive German experience with them during and before World War II. According to S. J. W. Pleeth in his book [Alcohol—A Fuel for Internal Combustion Engines] (Chapman Hall, London, 1949), pp. 221 and 227,

“The bias aroused by the use of alcohol as a motor fuel has produced results in different parts of the world that are incompatible with each other. In general we can detect two schools of thought with regard to the use of alcohol as a motor fuel. Countries with considerable oil deposits (such as the United States) or which control the oil deposits of other lands (such as Holland) tend to produce reports antithetical to the use of fuels alternative to petrol; countries with little or no indigenous oil tend to produce favorable reports…The contrast between the two cases presented is most marked: one can scarcely avoid the conclusion that the results arrived at are those best suited to the political or economic aims of the country concerned, or of the industry which sponsored the research.”
have been some discussions concerning the methanol project with those companies, but that, as far as influence being attached to their money, “we are man enough—no, person enough—to stand up to anybody.” Reed is not so sure.

Oil and Auto Ties

A second point in contention concerns the institutional loyalties of the key participants in the actions that led to the demise of the methanol fleet test. The precipitating event seems to have been a recommendation by a mechanical engineering professor, John B. Heywood, and by a visiting scientist, John P. Longwell, that the test be canceled. Heywood is head of MIT’s Alfred P. Sloan Automotive Laboratory, and much of his research on engines has been supported by the auto industry; Longwell is an Exxon research scientist who was on loan to MIT as a visiting professor to help it set up the energy research program. Their recommendation was contained in a letter to White dated 19 December 1974. The letter said that “the methodology developed to evaluate and quantify vehicle operating problems during the fleet test program is inadequate.” Also, it referred to those conducting the project as people of “limited experience in this area” and observed that there were other tests of methanol-gasoline blends already under way. Heywood and Longwell also said that the test would have little national significance and was inappropriate for the energy laboratory. In its stead, they proposed more basic research on the chemistry of methanol-gasoline blends and their behavior in laboratory engines.

Heywood and Longwell took part in the meeting in early February at which the project was canceled. Reed says he specifically raised with White the question of whether their participation constituted conflict of interest. White does not recall the question being raised, and he believes their participation was entirely appropriate in that he regards them as the most knowledgeable experts at MIT on motor vehicle engines and fuels. And, although acknowledging that institutional alliances can affect technical opinions, White does not think that Longwell’s Exxon affiliation was relevant to or affected his scientific judgment.

A third matter concerns the $100,000 for the methanol program, which as in an account under Reed’s control in his capacity as principal investigator. Late in January 1975, and shortly before the fleet test was canceled, the energy lab transferred $30,000 to another account for laboratory engine tests with methanol blends under Heywood’s control. Reed, who says that he never agreed to the transfer and did not learn of it until March, believes it was intended to make it appear that he had spent all his funds, thus adding weight to the arguments for canceling the fleet test. White and Jan Louis, who in January became White’s lieutenant in charge of methanol, deny the charge. They say they are sure Reed was told about the transfer, and they insist there was an earlier understanding that Heywood would get the money from Reed’s account. Moreover, White points out, he did provide Reed with additional money later on (after the fleet test was canceled), so that the total Reed spent during his stay at the energy lab came to the full $100,000.

Finally there is what Reed now sees as an attempt to restrict public debate concerning methanol’s potential. Shortly before the Heywood-Longwell recommendation to White, a lead article by E. E. Wigg of Exxon appeared in Science (29 November 1974) challenging
the feasibility of methanol-gasoline blends. Since the article was explicitly a critique of an earlier article by Reed (Science, 28 December 1973), Reed prepared a rebuttal letter to the editor. White, however, asked Reed not to submit it, saying that it would do no good to stir up controversy. Reed went along with the request although he now wishes he had not. White says he remembers that it was, in his opinion, too ad hominem. In fact, the thrust of the letter appears to be technical. It points out that Wigg’s critique was based on tests with only a few automobiles and a fuel blend which Reed believes to have been excessively rich in methanol; where the experimental conditions overlap, Reed says, Wigg’s results are reasonably similar to his.

Beyond these specific points of contention, there appears to be a wider difference of opinion between Reed and many of the energy lab scientists regarding the significance of methanol to the national and international energy picture. Reed believes that synthetic fuels are an urgent matter and that methanol offers an opportunity for the country to begin substituting for imported oil in the near future. Support for Reed’s view is most evident in Europe, where methanol as a motor fuel is being widely and enthusiastically investigated. Volkswagen has had a major research program for several years, and in combination with the West German government and other industrial companies (including the German branch of Shell Oil), has been conducting an extensive fleet test since March of this year. In Sweden, Volvo and the government have started a 3-year effort that will include fleet test of cars as far north as the Arctic Circle. In both countries the use of methanol-gasoline fuels in the near future as a means of lessening the almost total dependence on imported oil is being seriously considered. In South America, Brazil is reported to be already introducing ethanol-gasoline blends into general use. In the United States a variety of industrial organizations are considering plans to build coal or wood-based methanol plants, but the oil and automobile companies appear to be holding back. A bill recently introduced into the California legislature that would have required methanol-gasoline blends to be sold in the state by 1980 was strongly opposed by oil and auto company spokesmen and eventually killed. No existing U.S. research efforts on methanol use are comparable in scale to the MIT fleet test, which might possibly have considerable national impact, as Reed claims.

The alternative point of view—that methanol should be discounted for the present as an energy option because shortages of oil are not imminent and the United States can live very well on imported oil—does have supporters beyond the major oil companies. White and many of his colleagues at the energy laboratory subscribe to this argument. At issue in the MIT affair, then, is whether the decision to cancel the fleet test went beyond honest differences of opinion.

Reed certainly believes that it did, and although he continues to pursue research on synthetic fuels and to interact with the energy lab on some matters, he is obviously badly shaken by the experience. In recent correspondence with his Minnesota benefactor, Hawley, he received a second check, this time for $50,000, to further his methanol work. The check, however, was made out to MIT, and Reed, rather than risk a repeat of the whole affair, sent it back.
White, while rejecting any suggestion of improprieties, says that a more carefully designed test would probably have attracted the cooperation of Heywood and Longwell and have been approved. But this merely raises the question of why the test was not redesigned, rather than canceled. It would not appear to have been beyond salvaging. One energy lab scientist, who did not want to be named, says “the design may have been a little sloppy, but to say that it wasn’t scholarly is ridiculous.”

This ambiguous incident is troublesome because it raises the specter of universities adjusting their perspective as to what is important and their research programs to mesh more smoothly with government and industry. Even the suspicion of improper influence tends to weaken confidence in academic independence and hence the potential for university leadership in energy research matters.

**From Thomas B. Reed, July 26, 2002**

This articles was printed in Science magazine Vol 190, p. 761, after Allen Hammond, a SCIENCE reporter, came to interview me and members of the MIT Energy Laboratory about the cancellation of my Methanol Blend test project.

That was 30 years ago and was my introduction to the politics of energy. Now we are importing over 50% of U.S. oil with great turmoil in the Near East because of all the money we have paid them for oil.